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“Sometimes, MacLeod, not even the sharpest blade is enough”
Ramirez, Highlander





ABSTRACT
As one of  the most fundamental processes for all life forms, transcriptional regulation
remains an intriguing and challenging subject for biomedical research. Experimental efforts
towards understanding the regulation of  genes is laborious and expensive, but can be
substantially accelerated with the use of  computational predictions. The growing number
of  fully sequenced metazoan genomes in combination with the increasing use of  high-
throughput methods such as microarrays has increased the necessity of  combining
computational methods with laboratorial. Computational ‘in-silico’ methods for the
prediction of  transcription factor binding sites are mature, yet critical problems remain
unsolved. In particular, the rate of  falsely predicted sites is unacceptably high with current
methods, due to the small and degenerate binding sites targeted by transcription factors.
In addition to the false prediction rate, this restriction limits the ability of  pattern discovery
algorithms to find mediating binding sites in promoters of  co-expressed genes. The
latter problem constitutes a bottleneck when analyzing regulatory sequences in complex
eukaryotes, as regulatory sequences generally are spread over extended genomic regions.

This thesis describes the development of  algorithms and resources for transcription
factor binding site analysis in addressing:
site prediction, where a model describing the binding properties of  a transcription factor is
applied to a sequence to find functional binding sites
pattern discovery, where over-represented patterns are sought in sets of  promoters

Initially, an open-access database (JASPAR) was created, holding high quality models for
transcription factor sites. The database formed part of  the foundation for the subsequent
project (ConSite), where a set of  methods were developed for utilizing cross-species
comparison in binding site prediction (‘phylogenetic footprinting’ ) to enhance predictive
selectivity. In this study, we could show that ~85% of  false predictions were removed
when only analyzing promoter regions conserved between human and mouse.
The current statistical framework for modeling binding properties of  transcription factors
is inadequate for some regulatory proteins, most notably the medically important nuclear
hormone receptors. A Hidden Markov Model framework capable of  both predicting
and classifying nuclear hormone receptor response elements was developed. In a case
study, we showed that nuclear receptor genes have a high potential for cross-or auto
regulation using the pufferfish genome as a predictive platform.
Pattern discovery in promoters of  multi-cellular eukaryotes is limited by the low strength
of  patterns buried in extended genomic sequence. Methods for improving both sensitivity
and evaluation of  resulting patterns were developed. We showed that comparison of
newly found patterns to databases of  experimentally verified profiles is a meaningful
complement to other means to evaluate patters. Furthermore, we showed that structural
constraints that are shared by families of  transcription factors can be integrated as prior
expectations in pattern finder algorithms for a significant increase in sensitivity.
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FOREWORD
This thesis describes research in computational biology. Computational biology is an
interface between biochemistry, biology, computer science, statistics and related fields.
As in all cross-scientific disciplines, communication between scientists can be difficult
due to the complexity and inconsistency of  the vocabulary in each field. Depending on
the background of  the reader, certain passages will be harder to read. Most of  the text
requires a basic to advanced understanding of  life science and/or computer science and
an interest in both fields.
In this thesis, the major emphasis lie on biology, as the focus is a biological set of  problems.
Fundamental computer science concepts such as dynamic programming and graph theory,
although used extensively, will not be explained in depth. Excellent textbooks in both
molecular/cellular biology1,2 and computer science3 can be recommended for a more
comprehensive coverage of  both fields.
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THE BIOLOGY OF GENE REGULATION
“I will tell you what knowledge is. To know when you know something
and to know when you do not, that is knowledge”

— Konfucius

One of  the most central properties shared by all life forms is the ability to store and
propagate information: a necessity for evolution4. The series of  discoveries of  how diverse
life forms can be coded into a string of  chemical entities named nucleotides5-8 gave birth
to the scientific discipline of  molecular biology, which again is changing with the
sequencing of  the genetic material of  vertebrates9-11 nematodes12plants13, insects14, fungi15

prokaryotes16,17and archea18.

Nucleic acids in four variations (coded A,C,G,T) can be combined linearly to form a
string of  deoxyribonucleotides, DNA. Cellular DNA is typically organized in two inter-
gripping chains, creating the iconographic double helix. In multi-cellular organisms, each
DNA molecule, wrapped up with associated proteins in the cell nucleus, forms the
chromosomes.

Triplets of  nucleotides code for amino acids, the building blocks of  proteins. Regions of
such triplets form instructions on how to construct a certain protein: a protein-coding
gene. The information flow from gene to protein is divided into two processes (Figure 1):
Transcription, where a protein complex, RNA polymerase II (PolII) reads the gene
nucleotide sequence and polymerizes a single-stranded RNA sequence (similar to single-
stranded DNA).
Translation, where the RNA-strand is translated to a protein in the ribosome machinery.

DNA mRNA PROTEIN
Transcription Translation

Cell nucleus

Figure 1
Information flow in eukaryotic cells: from DNA via mRNA to proteins.

Most proteins are only used at specific time points (for instance in a certain phase in
development or when the cell reacts to environmental stimuli) or in specialized cells. It
follows that most genes are inactive most of  the time, and that cells require a mechanism
to determine activation. Gene regulation is thus one of  the most fundamental mechanisms
for any living organism. Regulation can be achieved in many stages: transcriptional,
translational and post-translational processes can be modified1. This work will solely
address the first form, transcriptional regulation. In prokaryotes, transcriptional regulation
constitutes the dominating type of  gene control20. In eukaryotes, the regulation of
transcription is the basis for both cellular response to external stimuli (for instance
hormones or neurotransmittors2) and development2,21,22. It follows that we cannot
understand cellular biology without a fuller understanding of  transcriptional regulation.
Therefore, a central goal in cellular biology is to produce a comprehensive map describing
the regulatory networks of  cells23.
In an over-simplified model of  the mechanism of  transcriptional regulation, the PolII
complex will bind to the transcriptional start site (TSS) with the help of  the DNA-
binding TBP-protein and start transcription.  The complex must be stabilized by additional
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Distal TFBS

Proximal TFBS

Transcription
initiation complex Transcription

initiation

CRM

Co-activator complex

Chromatin

DNA-binding proteins, called general transcription factors, and other interacting proteins
(cofactors)24. In addition, for precise transcriptional control, regulatory DNA-binding
proteins termed transcription factors (TFs) are required to bind to specific sequences in
the DNA (transcription factor binding sites, TFBS)1,2. TFs can either occur in the near
proximity of  the TSS, within introns or in distal locations (up to hundreds of  kilobasepairs
away from the protein coding sequence)25. TFs often operate in ‘modules’ – a set of  TFs
binding relatively close to each other, presumably interacting directly or indirectly at
protein level25,26. At a higher level, the global structure of  DNA – the chromatin
superstructure – has a fundamental role in the regulation of  genes25,27,28. DNA is wrapped
around histone proteins, forming nucleosomes, which in turn are packed in more complex
structures29 (Figure 2). There is no widely accepted model describing the positioning of
nucleosomes in the genomic DNA, nor the dynamic interplay between TFs and
chromatin29-32.

Figure 2
Components of transcriptional regulation. Transcription factors (TFs) bind to specific sites
(transcription factor binding sites; TFBS) that are either proximal or distal to a transcription start
site. Sets of TFs can operate in functional cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) to achieve specific
regulatory properties. Interactions between bound TFs and cofactors stabilize the transcription-
initiation machinery to enable gene expression. The regulation that is conferred by sequence-
specific binding TFs is highly dependent on the three-dimensional structure of chromatin.
Figure from Wasserman, W. W. & Sandelin, A. Applied Bioinformatics for the Identification of
Regulatory Elements. Nat Rev Genet  5, 276-287 (2004)

Over evolution, a small number of  different protein templates have evolved for mediating
sequence-specific binding to DNA. Examples include the Zn-finger, the Helix-loop-
helix and the Forkhead structures33,34. While the number of  structural classes is small,
the number of  TFs in each class is considerable. For instance, Zn-finger genes are one
of  the most frequently occurring gene types in the human genome9.
Sequence specific binding is generally achieved by the insertion of  one or more protein
α-helices of  the TF into the DNA major groove, where hydrogen bonds are formed
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between specific amino acid residues and nucleotides. This process often involves homo-
or heterodimerization of  TFs, presumably to achieve higher stability and selectivity in
binding33,34. Sites bound by TFs are short, usually ranging from 5-12 bp. In addition,
most TFs tolerate considerable variation in their targeted sites – a principal difference to
many other well-studied DNA-binding proteins (e.g. restriction enzymes)35.

Laboratorial approaches to study gene regulation
Elucidation of  the transcription factors responsible for the activity of  each gene is a
primary goal in cell biology. A variety of  laboratorial techniques has been developed to
this end. Methods range from large-scale measurements of  thousands of  genes to the
study of  individual basepair mutations in a TFBS.
Although no laboratorial investigations were undertaken in this thesis project, the data
sources underlying both databases and algorithmic developments in this work originate
from laboratorial investigations. For this reason, a brief  introduction to some commonly
used laboratorial approaches for studying gene regulation is included:
In-situ labeling: Probes consisting of  oligonucleotides can be constructed to locate
both genes in chromosomes and expressed mRNA in cells. In short, a labeled probe is
introduced in cells and will hybridize with exposed complementary sequences (for instance
an expressed mRNA). This method has been used to study the distribution of  specific
mRNAs in cells in tissues36.
Micro-arrays: Instead of  studying the expression of  a single gene, micro-array methods
measure the expression of  thousands of  genes simultaneously. DNA oligonucleotides
or cDNA probes are fixed in spots at a glass slide surface. Simplified, samples of  mRNA
from cells are labeled with fluorescent markers and exposed to the array. Expressed
mRNAs will hybridize with probes on the array and produce a signal37-39. In this way,
genes that have similar expression profile over many samples can be identified.
Reporter construct studies: In-situ labeling and micro-array studies can indicate where
and when a gene is expressed, but not how the regulation takes place. The locations of
binding sites of  transcription factors are commonly identified with reporter constructs,
where the target gene is fused with a signal molecule, such as GFP. As the expression
level of  the gene can be measured, systematic deletion of  promoter regions can identify
regions harboring functional binding sites. Subsequent in-depth mutations and deletions
of  single nucleotides in putative binding sites can confirm a functional binding site.
In vitro site selection: The compilation of  a significant number of  binding sites for a
given transcription factor using reporter constructs is possible, but expensive and time-
consuming. If  we are interested only in the type of  sites preferentially bound by the
factor, in vitro site selection assays (often called SELEX) can be used40. In such assays, a
TF is initially exposed to a pool of  random DNA oligomers. The subset of  oligomers
bound by the TF are isolated and amplified by PCR, to form a new pool of
oligonucleotides. The process is iterated to identify critical properties of  TF binding
sites. However, sites identified in SELEX studies might not be fully representative of
functional sites41.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP): A TF bound to DNA in vivo can be covalently
cross-linked to its cognate binding site, using formaldehyde. Isolated DNA is then
mechanically broken into smaller fragments, and exposed to antibodies capable of
recognizing the bound TF. Using this technique, in vivo binding sites and proximal regions
can be purified and sequenced42,43.
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THE COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY OF

GENE REGULATION

“ Faithless is he that says farewell when the road darkens, ”
—  J. R. R. Tolkien

The importance of  unearthing the regulatory mechanisms of  genes has already been
discussed. As indicated above, experimental techniques towards this end exist, but are
laborious and expensive, in particular in the many cases where no prior information is
available. Experimental elucidation of  functional TFBS can be substantially accelerated
with the use of computational predictions44.

Modeling of  TF binding properties
The prediction of  TFBS and the connected modeling of  TF binding properties is one of
the most well-studied problems in computational biology. A brief  introduction to the
established methods is necessary at this point. For in-depth reviews, see44-46.
As TFs generally tolerate some variability in their target binding sites, a model describing
TF binding properties must be trained on multiple functional sites. Collections of  sites
for a TF are typically retrieved from functional investigations or in vitro site selection
assays40. In most cases, an alignment of  such sites forms the input for training the model.

Consensus models
Consensus sequences are commonly used in molecular biology for describing the static
binding properties of  restriction enzymes35 and general transcription factors such as the
TBP47. A set of  known binding sites are aligned, and a consensus nucleotide symbol is
assigned to describe the nucleotide composition in each column of  the alignment, usually
following IUPAC conventions (Box 1). The disadvantage with this approach is that a
single symbol cannot quantitatively describe the nucleotide distribution within a column.
On the other hand, consensus sequences are suitable for fast visual representation.

Profile models
A quantitative matrix (or profile) model can be constructed by simply counting occurrences
of  nucleotides in each alignment column. A matrix built out of  nucleotide counts in this
way is referred to as a position frequency matrix (PFM). A normalized PFM (that is, each
column summing to 1) can be viewed as a table of  probabilities for observing certain
nucleotides in a given position. The chance of  observing a particular site is then the
product of  the relevant cell probabilities, taken from each column.
PFMs are often visualized graphically as sequence logos48. In this representation, the
conservation in each column is calculated in terms of  information content (bits)49 (Box1,
Box2). Each nucleotide occurrence is then scaled with the total information content in
that position. Sequence logos enable fast visual assessments of  pattern characteristics,
and constitute a significantly richer description than consensus sequences.
For scoring purposes, a PFM is converted to a position weight matrix (PWM), which
essentially is a log-odds representation of  the PFM (Box 2)46,50. In this process, a pseudo-
count is added to each cell of  the PFM, to correct for small samples of  binding sites. The
choice of  pseudo-count function varies between different research groups51; in this work,
it is simply the square root of  the number of  contributing sites.
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Figures from Wasserman, W. W. & Sandelin, A. Applied Bioinformatics for the Identification of
Regulatory Elements. Nat Rev Genet  5, 276-287 (2004)

 
  

Box 1 | Building  models  for predicting  transcription  factor  binding  sites

Site 8
Site 7
Site 6
Site 5
Site 4
Site 3
Site 2
Site 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Source binding sites

C T C C T T A C A T G G G C
C A A C T A T C T T G G G C
C A A C T A T C T T G G G C
T G C C A A A A G T G G T C
T G A C T A T A A A A G G A
T G A C T A T A A A A G G A
G A C C A A A T A A G G C A
G A C C A A A T A A G G C A

a

B
its

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0

1

2

Position

f

b
B R M C W A W H R W G G B M

Consensus sequence

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

A 0 4 4 0 3 7 4 3 5 4 2 0 0 4

C 3 0 4 8 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 4

G 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 8 5 0

T 3 1 0 0 5 1 4 2 2 4 0 0 1 0

T T A C A T A A G T A G T C

A -1.93 0.79 0.79 -1.93 0.45 1.50 0.79 0.45 1.07 0.79 0.00 -1.93 -1.93 0.79

C 0.45 -1.93 0.79 1.68 -1.93 -1.93 -1.93 0.45 -1.93 -1.93 -1.93 -1.93 0.00 0.79

G 0.00 0.45 -1.93 -1.93 -1.93 -1.93 -1.93 -1.93 0.66 -1.93 1.30 1.68 1.07 -1.93

T 0.15 0.66 -1.93 -1.93 1.07 0.66 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.79 -1.93 -1.93 -0.66 -1.93

0.45 -0.66 0.79 1.68 0.45 -0.66 0.79 0.45 -0.66 0.79 0.00 1.68 -0.66 0.79

  = 5.23, 78% of maximum

c  Position frequency matrix (PFM)

d  Position weight matrix (PWM)

e  Site scoring

The first step towards building models for predicting TF 

binding sites involves collecting data. To illustrate the process 

we use the transcription factor MEF2 as an example. 

Data collection

A set of experimentally validated binding sites for MEF2 were 

collected from the literature and aligned (a). The quality of the 

col lect ion of  binding si tes has a strong impact on the 

downstream models for predicting additional sites. Note the 

diversity between the sites; for instance, only 50% of the 

nucleotides are identical between sites 1 and 8. 

Model building

Consensus sequence model: A consensus sequence is 

defined by selecting a degeneracy nucleotide symbol for each 

position (column) in the alignment (b). Unusual binding sites 

can have an extreme effect on the consensus (e.g. site 8).

Position Frequency Matrix (PFM): To more accurately 

reflect the characteristics at each position, a matrix containing 

the number of observed nucleotides at each position is 

created (c). For instance, the first column in the alignment (a) 

cons is ts  o f  0  A :s ,  3  C:s ,  2G:s  and 3  T :s ,  mak ing  the  

corresponding first matrix column{0,3,2,3}.

Position Weight Matrix (PWM): The frequency matrix is 

usually converted to a PWM using a formula (Box2) that 

converts normalized frequency values to a log-scale (d). 

Using a matrix model, one can generate a quantitative score 

for any DNA sequence by summing the values corresponding 

to the observed nucleotide at each position (e). For large and 

representative collections of binding sites, the scores are 

proportional to binding energies51. 

Sequence logo:  The specif icity in each column of the 

alignment can be measured in terms of information content. A 

sequence logo scales each nucleotide by the total bits of 

information times the relative occurrence of the nucleotide at 

the position (f). Sequence logos enable fast and intuitive 
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A TFBS is evaluated by summing the relevant PWM cell values, analogous to the
calculation of  the probability of  observing the site (as described above). For longer
sequences, a PWM is slid over the sequence to evaluate all possible TFBS start locations.
It has been shown that a PWM score is directly proportional to the binding energy of
the TF-DNA interaction46,52. Thus, the PWM model can both be viewed as a statistical
and energy-based model.
As all possible sites start locations will generate a score, some cutoff  is needed to
distinguish likely sites from the background. There is some controversy in the field if
such a cutoff  should be a static score, relative (fraction of  score range) or probability-
based (i.e. how likely is this score)53. While the static score has relevance if  we are interested
in the strength of  the interaction, such scores cannot readily be compared between
different factors, as the score ranges are different. Therefore, relative or probability-
based cutoffs are commonly used. The advantages of  probability-based cutoffs are
immediately recognizable: we get an assessment how likely it is to observe a certain
score. However, it is not given that the site with the lowest p-value is the most likely
candidate for being a functional site, nor that the nucleotide distribution in the promoter
flanking the site has a direct impact on the binding thermodynamics. On the other hand,
this measure might indicate if  there are other equally good sites competing for the limited
number of  TF molecules53.
In this model framework, there is an implicit assumption that individual positions in the
binding sites are independent (i.e. the nucleotide distribution in one position does not
affect the distribution in another)46,54. In a few cases, sufficient data has been available to
assess the validity of  that assumption by building models incorporating high-order
interactions55,56. While the predictive specificity increases with such models, the
improvement is not dramatic. Thus, given the sparse binding site collections available,
the profile model is in this respect an adequate framework54.

Hidden Markov Models
A potential limitation with profile models is the inability to model insertions and
deletions50, thus, the variable spacing between half-sites that is observed for some TFs
cannot be incorporated directly into the model. In those cases, a more flexible model
framework is required. This problem is analogous to describing protein domains based
on gapped multiple alignments. The Hidden Markov Model framework has been used
extensively in computational biology to address this and other problems50,57-59. Several
reviews and textbooks describing the theory and utility of  HMMs have been published50,57.
In the field of  gene regulation bioinformatics, the HMM framework can be viewed as an
extension of  the profile model, enabling a richer description of  sequence characteristics,
including variable spacing and higher-order interactions.
Briefly, an HMM model consists of  a set of  “states”, where each state can emit symbols
(for instance nucleotides) based on some defined probability distribution. The emission
probability for a certain symbol is specific for each state. States are connected to one or
several other states in a chain-like structure (the chain configuration is usually manually
chosen to fit with the problem at hand). The probability of  moving from one state to
another is termed a transition probability. Generally, a specific start and end state is defined,
which do not emit symbols. Any specific path through the states producing a given
sequence of  symbols will have a defined probability (effectively the product of  all emission
probabilities for respective symbol and all transitions probabilities for each move between
states). The Viterbi algorithm calculates the optimal (that is, the most probable) path
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through the states starting at the start state and ending at the end state that produces a
given sequence50. This algorithm is usually employed in classification problems, where
states are labeled to represent certain biological properties. The total probability of  the
model emitting a certain sequence can be calculated using the Forward algorithm, which
sums the probability of all possible routes producing the same sequence50.

Prediction of  TFBS in genomic sequences using models
describing TF binding specificity
A profile model, as described above, can be used to predict putative binding sites in
genomic sequences for a certain TF. Both the sensitivity and selectivity are affected by
the choice of  cutoffs. Two key observations have emerged from previous research:

a) A typical binding profile produces, on average, one prediction per 500-1500 bp,
depending on settings and model characteristics. This high rate of  predictions
is biologically unrealistic60.

b) A significant portion (95%) of  sites predicted as above are potential in vitro
binding sites (although not necessarily needed for regulation of  the target gene)61.
This implies that the models employed are adequate descriptions of  in vitro
binding to DNA.

These two observations demonstrate that, while the models can describe DNA binding
properties of  TFs adequately, all information required to distinguish a functional site in
genomic DNA is not contained within the binding site in itself  or the interface between
TF and DNA. Thus, in practical terms, almost all predictions made using solely this approach
will be non-functional. This statement will be referred to as the futility theorem 62.

If  we hold the futility theorem for true, the inevitable question is: where is the rest of  the
required information? Currently, our understanding of  the transcriptional process is far
from complete24. However, it is clear from the body of  research on transcriptional
regulation that many aspects of  the nuclear environment are not incorporated in the
profile model, for instance:
Complexity of  nuclear DNA: When we scan a single sequence with a profile model,
we implicitly assume all regions of  analyzed DNA to be equally accessible. However, we
know DNA in the nucleus to be involved in an immensely complex dynamic chromatin
superstructure19,63. We expect that a given region of  DNA at many time-points simply is
not accessible for transcription factors. It is likely that the regulation of  the DNA
superstructure is as significant in the regulation of  a gene as the actual transcription
factors64.
Modularity of  TFs: A single TF is rarely solely responsible for the regulation of  a gene.
For instance, we know that many tissue-specific genes are regulated by modules of  TFs23,65.
Incorporation of  several profile models in a prediction increases the signal strength
considerably66,67. Modeling of  cis-regulatory TF modules is an active subfield of  TFBS
prediction research44, but is not the focus in this work.

Discovering motifs in promoters from co-regulated genes
One of  the practical limitations with the approaches described above is that a model
must be constructed before scanning a sequence for putative sites. Using that approach,
we cannot discover sites for TFs for which we have no models. Pattern discovery aims to
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find statistically over-represented patterns in a set of  sequences46. Applied to promoter
analysis, the input sequences are promoters of  genes suspected to be co-regulated
(regulated by at least one common TF), while over-represented sub-sequences are
hypothetical TFBS. Pattern discovery algorithms are divided into two categories, based
on underlying methodology:

Word-based: where the occurrence of  each ‘word’ of  nucleotides of  a certain length is
counted and compared to a background distribution68-70. An advantage with these methods
is that they are comparatively fast and the statistical background well understood. On the
other hand, a word-based description of  TF binding properties is often inadequate, as
TFs are known to tolerate variations within binding sites. Word- based methods have not
been used extensively in this work but are presented for reference.

Probabilistic: where the most over-represented pattern (a matrix description) is sought,
using random selection at some point in the algorithm. The problem of  finding an optimal
pattern (and thus evaluate evaluating all possible solutions) is equivalent to finding an
optimal local multiple alignment, which is proven NP-complete71 *.  Therefore, algorithms
that can identify over-represented patterns more efficiently are required. Gibbs Sampling72

and the related Expectation Maximization (EM)73,74 are the most popular of  such
probabilistic algorithms in the field. A brief  overview of  a basic Gibbs sampling algorithm
(as described in72 ) is necessary for understanding details in papers IV and V. The central
concept behind both Gibbs Sampler and EM methods is to iteratively evolve an initial
random pattern into a more specific one.
As input, we have a set of  nucleotide sequences S, and a proposed width of  the sought
pattern. Initially, one starting point for a ‘site’ is randomly selected on each sequence in
S. One sequence, Z, is then removed from the set. A profile model, similar to a PWM, is
built from the sites found at the starting points in the remaining sequences (using both a
nucleotide background distribution and pseudo-counts). The PWM is slid over the
removed sequence Z, evaluating each possible ‘site’ location. One of  the sites in Z is
chosen randomly from a distribution that is proportional to the scores of  the sites. In
other words, high-scoring sites are more likely to be chosen than low-scoring sites. The
sequence Z is then incorporated in S, with the annotated starting point (as chosen above).
The procedure is iterated by choosing another Z, until either a) the pattern or the pattern
strength does not change between iterations, or b) a set maximum of  iterations have
been reached. The related EM methods are based on a similar algorithm, but always take
the highest scoring site in Z instead of  choosing it from some distribution.

Discovery of  TFBS patterns in genomic sequences using pattern
finding
Pattern finding algorithms have been applied to various biological sequence data, for
instance in the identification of  protein domains in amino acid sequences72. Discovery
of  regulatory patterns in non-coding DNA presents specific challenges, related to the
size of  promoter sequences and the limited information contained in patterns75. In other
words, the concepts underlying the futility theorem are equally true for pattern finding.
In order to apply pattern finders to longer promoter lengths, two key problems must be
addressed:

* NP-complete is a computer science term that refers to problems that are computationally intractable
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Pattern drowning: Pattern finding algorithms have been successfully utilized in bacteria
and yeast to identify key regulators in biological systems, often in combination with
micro-array data70,76,77. The major constraint for pattern finders consists of  the limited
information contained in a TF protein-DNA interface. When pattern finders are applied
to longer promoter sequences (~>500bp), the lack of  information results in an inability
to find the sites forming the pattern.  Since promoters of  multi-cellular eukaryotes often
span 1000 bp or more, this limitation is severe.
Biological relevance: Probabilistic algorithms in particular are prone to output patterns
with limited biological relevance, albeit a high over-representation (for instance repeat
regions). Certain progress has been made in this area; including advanced background
models and the development of  maximum a posteriori scores (MAP scores: the posterior
probability of  the alignment given the data72 ). MAP scores are however not perfect
estimators of  biological significance, as they are dependent on input sequence length,
pattern width and number of  promoters78.

The two problems have been addressed in a variety of  ways:
Improved background models: The background model used in early pattern finders
assumed the genome to be composed of  nucleotides drawn randomly from some
distribution. It is clear that this description is an over-simplification. Genomes contain
many distinctly non-random features that require higher-order models (for instance repeat
regions79 and CpG islands80).  Various applications of  pattern finders have proved that
the incorporation of  richer background models increases the chance of  finding relevant
patterns.  Different solutions have been proposed: the popular MEME pattern finder
uses background models based on scaled Dirichlet distributions81,82, while the ANN-
Spec program during execution finds patterns in a positive and a background set of
sequences at the same time83.
Cross-species comparison: It is often worthwhile to include evolutionary information
in the pattern finding process. This can either be achieved by simply including the
promoters from orthologous genes (two or more genes separated by speciation, sharing
a common ancestor84,85) in the analysis, or restrict the search only to conserved regions.
As in other forms of  cross-species comparison, the choice of  species and the related
evolutionary divergence between the sequences is important. In particular, human-mouse
comparisons have proven valuable62.
Incorporation of  pattern constraints: One of  the reasons why pattern finders are
challenged by TFBS discovery is the built-in assumption that all equally over-represented
patterns are as likely to be functional. In past efforts, some constraints been incorporated
into pattern finder algorithms, including restricting patterns to a subset of  positions
(based on the expectation that only a few positions within a site interacts with the TF)62

and site palindromicity86.
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PRESENT INVESTIGATION
“What is this thing, anyway?” said the Dean, inspecting the implement in his hands. “It’s called a
shovel,” said the Senior Wrangler. “I’ve seen the gardeners use them. You stick the sharp end in the
ground. Then it gets a bit technical.”

— Terry Pratchett

The long-term goal of  gene regulation bioinformatics is to enhance promoter analysis,
ideally to be comparable to experimental techniques in both sensitivity and selectivity.
For clarity, this work addresses metazoan transcriptional regulation, with particular
emphasis on multicellular eukaryotes.
As stated in the introduction, many new developments are needed, including;

• compilation of curated model collections
• enhanced site detection methods (addressing the futility theorem)
• development of  new model frameworks
• enhanced pattern discovery (addressing the pattern drowning problem)

The publications presented address each of  these aspects:

• A high-quality model collection was created (the JASPAR database , paper I)
• TFBS analysis using cross-species comparison was proven to remove ~85% of

false predictions (papers II, III)
• A HMM model for nuclear hormone receptor response elements was developed,

and revealed high cross-regulatory potential for nuclear receptor genes in the
pufferfish (Fugu rubripes) genome (paper IV)

• Pattern comparison algorithms enable enhanced assessment of  pattern finding
results (paper V). The introduction of  structural constraints in pattern finding
algorithms increases sensitivity significantly (paper VI)
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Paper I: JASPAR: an open-access database for eukaryotic
transcription factor binding profiles

In the initial phase of  the thesis project, it quickly became apparent that a high-quality
collection of  matrix models was needed by the group and in the field. The models in
TRANSFAC87 - the leading TF database, were at that time point not sufficiently curated
for our needs and had a large amount of  redundancy (many models describing the same
factor).
Initially the dataset was collected with the primary purpose to serve as the basis in the
construction of  generalized profiles for TF classes (Paper V). For this reason, the aim
was to obtain as good TF class coverage as possible.
Briefly, scientific publications describing binding preferences of  TFs were identified,
subjected to critical review and, if  judged adequate, incorporated into the database. TF
building models were constructed by applying pattern-finding algorithms on the sets of
binding sequences retrieved from each publication.
The database, named JASPAR, was later used as the primary profile collection for the
ConSite phylogenetic footprinting server and tied into the TFBS scientific programming
modules88.
As the demand for convenient access to this collection grew, a web-based database
interface was implemented (http://jaspar.cgb.ki.se). In this interface, researchers are able
to retrieve profiles according to various criteria, including profile similarity (described in
paper IV), and graphically assess results (Figure 3). Currently, JASPAR is the only open-
access TF profile collection, and is used in many biological servers and programs, including
the SockEye89 visualization tool. In addition, JASPAR is used as a part of  the
characterization of  promoter sequences in the large-scale assessment of  full-length mouse
cDNAs (the FANTOM consortium 2004, unpublished). Gradually, the collection of
profiles will grow, based on both external and group contributions.

Figure 3
Screenshot of the JASPAR database web interface
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Paper II: Identification of  conserved regulatory elements by
comparative genome analysis
Paper III: ConSite: web-based prediction of  regulatory elements
using cross-species comparison

As outlined in the introduction, the ‘futility theorem’ states that while profile models can
identify functional binding sites with high sensitivity, the number of  false positives is too
high for meaningful analysis. As in most prediction problems in computational biology,
this is a signal-to-noise problem, where the noise overshadows the signal. There are two
principal ways to improve the efficiency: increase the signal or decrease the noise.
Cross-species comparison is one of  the principal concepts in computational biology90,91.
Incorporation of  evolutionary information has proven valuable in many sub-fields,
including gene finding59, structure prediction92 and pattern finding in amino acid
sequence93. Cross-species comparison is based on the hypothesis that nucleotides or
amino acid residues conserved over evolution in related sequences are of  particular
functional importance. While this hypothesis can be shown to hold empirically, a more
pleasing explanation lies in the Darwinian algorithm of  selection4: critically important
nucleotides are subject to higher selective pressure and are thus less likely to mutate to
other nucleotides. In order to accurately use phylogenetic footprinting, we need pairs of
orthologous sequences, not merely homologues sequences (which might not be subject
to the same selective constraints during evolution). As an extension to this rule, analyzing
coding sequences for TFBS using phylogenetic footprinting is close to meaningless (even
though TFBS can be located in such regions), as the selective pressure in coding sequences
is dominated by the properties of  the coded protein.
In the field of TFBS prediction, cross-species comparison has been successfully used for
improved predictions on a small number of  genes94,95. For such a strategy to be worthwhile
on a global scale, we require that the selectivity gain is substantial – thereby filtering out
a significant fraction of  falsely predicted sites, while the rate of  true predictions must be
comparable to standard, single-sequence methods (in other words, sensitivity should be
more or less unchanged and selectivity drastically improved).
The ConSite project merged several resources and algorithmic developments to achieve
a standardized set of  linked methods for phylogenetic footprinting. The method performs
three discrete steps, concluding with a prediction of  binding sites based both on TF
binding models and sequence conservation. Input promoter sequences are either entered
by the user or retrieved semi-automatically using a novel expert system based on the
Genelynx databases96. Alignment of  non-coding sequences presents particular challenges
– short stretches of  similarity are buried in larger, non-conserved regions. Shaped by the
work by Mendoza and Wasserman (unpublished work), we used the global ORCA aligner,
which combines the BLAST97 and Needleman-Wunsch98 algorithms. The degree of
conservation in the alignment was assessed by letting a fixed frame incrementally slide
over the alignment, observing the number of  identical nucleotides within the frame.
Given a user-set cutoff, only those windows of  sufficiently high sequence identity are
used for further analysis. Once conserved regions are defined, a set of  chosen TF models
from the JASPAR database is employed to scan the regions. Unique to ConSite, both
input sequences are scanned, and sites are only retained when predicted in corresponding
positions in the alignment.
Two test sets were collected to assess the performance of  the methods; one small set of
hand-curated sites from literature studies, and one large data-mined set, based on mappings
of  TRANSFAC87 sites onto the human and mouse assemblies. The latter set is the largest
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reference collection for phylogenetic footprinting studies to date. In summary, while
sensitivity is slightly affected by phylogenetic footprinting, the number of  false positives
is reduced by ~85% in both sets. The two test sets differ slightly in the sensitivity tests,
presumably due to both differences in the set of  models used (for example, the model
set in the latter test-case has a significantly lower information content) and the quality of
annotations (Figure 4).
The ConSite methods are accessible to any researcher in an intuitive, graphical web
interface (http://phylofoot.org), integrating different output formats and parameter choices.
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Figure 4
The impact of phylogenetic footprinting analysis. Both (a-c) a high-quality set (14 genes and
40 verified sites), and (d-f) a larger collection of promoters (57 genes and 110 sites, from the
TRANSFAC database) were analyzed. (a,d) Comparison of the selectivity (defined as the average
number of predictions per 100 bp, using all models) between orthologous and single-sequence
analysis modes. (b,e) Comparison of the sensitivity (the portion of 40 or 110 verified sites,
respectively, that are detected with the given setting) between orthologous and single-sequence
analysis modes. (c,f) Ratios of the number of sites detected in single-sequence mode to the
number detected in orthologous-sequence mode; the pair: single-sequence ratios are displayed
for both sensitivity (detected verified sites) and selectivity (all predicted sites).
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Paper IV: Prediction of  Nuclear Hormone Receptor Response
Elements
Protein-DNA interfaces are subject to significant selective pressure – protein and DNA
counterparts are co-evolving99. Thus, while two binding sites of  the same TF may vary in
nucleotide sequence, spatial deviations (such as insertions) occur rarely34. The inability
of  profile model framework to describe variable spacing within a single binding site is
therefore usually not a concern. However, TFs often bind as dimers to DNA, in some
cases with a variable spacing between the two sites recognized by each monomer (often
known as ‘half-sites’)28,29,33,34. The nuclear hormone receptor (NHR) class of  TFs is perhaps
the most well studied group of  TFs that has this property100,101. Dimers of  this class
recognize a two consecutive consensus sites (‘AGGTCA’), which can be differently spaced
and/or have different strand orientations100. It is clear that a normal profile model cannot
describe these characteristics adequately. The nuclear receptor field is currently lacking
mature computational methods for the prediction of  NHR response elements.
The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) framework is a suitable candidate for modeling
sequences displaying insertions and deletions50. In this work, a HMM framework was
constructed to model the generalized DNA-binding properties of  known nuclear
hormone receptors (Figure 5). The model should both be able to find nuclear receptor
binding sites in genomic sequence and classify found sites correctly (site configuration
and number of  spacer nucleotides).
A collection of  validated NHR TFBS were collected from the biomedical literature. The
set was used to train the model, using a simple maximum-likelihood procedure. Cross-
validation tests showed the model to be highly sensitive and reasonably selective (given
the futility theorem).
As a case example, we applied the model to the compact pufferfish (Fugu rubripes) genome11.
We found that there is a high potential for nuclear receptor genes to be cross-regulated
by other nuclear hormone receptors. The different distributions of  over-represented site
configurations when comparing different types of  nuclear receptors suggest that the
type of  NRs involved in cross-regulation varies depending on the type of  target gene.
The model can be used in an intuitive web-interface, located at http://mordor.cgb.ki.se/
NHR-scan.
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Figure 5
Graph representation of HMM framework: For all three match-states, the halfsite models
(excluding pseudo-counts) are shown using sequence logos. Each match state consists of a
pair of chains, corresponding to forward/reverse strand
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Paper V: Integrated analysis of  yeast regulatory sequences for
biologically linked clusters of  genes

As outlined above, one of  the limitations with many pattern finders is the inability to
differentiate between biologically relevant patterns and non-functional (albeit over-
represented). Maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) scores have some utility in this
regard72,78,102, but is more correlated with statistical over-representation than biological
function78. In many cases researchers are interested in both over-representation and what
TFs that the proposed pattern might originate from.
The YRSA project aimed for a merging of  a state-of-the-art pattern finder (Gibbs Motif
Sampler72,102 ) and a novel pattern comparison algorithm that compares newly found
patterns with experimentally verified TF models. Since pattern finding algorithms often
are applied on upstream sequences of  genes identified with micro-array technology in
bakers yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae70,103,104, the application is yeast-centric (even if  the
approach holds for other organisms).
For the comparison of  patterns, a modified Needleman-Wunsch98 algorithm
(Matrixaligner) was implemented. In contrast from the original algorithm, Matrixaligner
allows for the opening of  at maximum one continuous gap in the profile alignment. This
constraint addresses situations where TFs bind as hetero-dimers with variable spacing.
As in the original algorithm, Matrixaligner evaluates the optimal alignment given a scoring
function of  pair of  sequence positions (originally nucleotides or amino acids, but in this
case profile columns).
To evaluate the system, a set of  yeast ‘regulons’ (here defined as a set of  genes known to
be regulated by the same TF) was assembled, based on literature data. The YRSA system
could find the relevant sites and classify the mediating TF in the majority of  cases (Figure
6). In a set of  case examples, we could show that the YRSA system can confirm old
results, expand previous findings and help deliver new biological insights. The case
examples culminated in the finding that the MCB (MluI cell cycle box) element is a likely
regulator of  DNA-damage response genes, which is consistent with MCBs known role
in the regulation of the cell-cycle104.
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Figure 6
Systematic estimation of pattern detection specificity using a curated collection of co-
regulated genes targeted by characterized TFs. Sets of genes known to be targeted by a
TF with available binding profile were analyzed in the YRSA system. A) Ranks of detected
patterns with MAP scores exceeding the random score threshold. The ratio of the average
scores for target and random promoter sets are indicated beneath the figure. In some cases,
no significant patterns were found in the random promoter sets
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Paper VI: Constrained Binding Site Diversity within Families of
Transcription Factors Enhances Pattern Discovery Bioinformatics

The ‘pattern drowning’ experienced in pattern finding when analyzing extended promoter
sequences quickly becomes a insurmountable problem when moving from prokaryotes
and yeast to multi-cellular eukaryotes, where regulatory regions frequently are scattered
over thousands of  basepairs of  upstream sequence. Many researchers strive to improve
the sensitivity of  pattern finders by improving background models74,83,105, as mentioned
in the introduction. While many of  these improvements are significant, additional
developments are needed.
From a biological viewpoint, probabilistic pattern finders are naïve, as (correcting for
nucleotide background distributions) all equally over-represented patterns are considered
equally good solutions. It is likely that the ‘pattern space’ in biological systems is more
constrained, as pattern characteristics are directly dependent on a few distinct DNA-
protein interface structures34. It is generally recognized that most structurally related
TFs bind similar target sequences. If  binding models for representative members of  a
structural family could be merged into a single generalized description, a set of  such
models could be viewed as focal points in the solution space of  pattern finders.
Using the Matrixaligner algorithm described in paper V and the JASPAR database of
profiles (Paper I), an algorithm was constructed for the construction of  ‘familial binding
profiles’ (FBPs) – meta-models describing shared binding characteristics of  a class of
structurally related TFs. In brief, all profiles belonging to a class were compared to each
other, producing an empirical p-value for each pair associated with the similarity of  the
profiles. The contribution of  each profile to the FBP was weighted by a factor inversely
proportional to the average p-value score to all other profiles in the set. The profile with
the highest average p-value score was used as a positional template to align all profiles
within the class. Given the available data, 11 FBPs corresponding to the major TF structural
classes were constructed
Comparisons of  profiles to FBPs can be utilized for prediction of  the structural class of
the mediating TF, similar to the comparisons with database profiles in papers I and IV.
This application has utility when assessing patterns originating from pattern finding
algorithms applied to micro-array data, where no or little information about mediating
factors is available. In tests using external and internal data (i.e. cross-validation), close to
90% of  the profiles in the test set could be correctly classified.
Probabilistic pattern finders can be intentionally influenced by prior expectations. The
exact mechanism differs in different programs (for instance, in the Gibbs Motif
Sampler72,102 the priors are used as pseudocounts when evolving patterns are constructed,
while ANN-Spec83 modifies the initial perceptron in the integrated neural network). FBPs
can be used as such prior knowledge, thereby focusing pattern detection towards sites
associated with a TFs of  a certain structural class.
This approach was tested quantitatively by seeking known binding sites embedded in
iteratively extended promoter sequence using two pattern finder programs, with and
without incorporated prior knowledge (Figure 7). In the ten cases tested, pattern finding
using prior knowledge in the form of  FBPs had a dramatically improved sensitivity,
measured as the promoter length at which the pattern finder results were indistinguishable
from the control.
In a case example, this approach could identify functional anti-oxidant response elements
in extended promoter sequences, which was not possible without the usage of  an FBP as
prior knowledge. Furthermore, the pattern was successfully used to classify the type of
mediating transcription factor.
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Figure 7
Incorporation of FBPs improve pattern discovery sensitivity. (a) Pattern detection of known
sites for Dorsal, HNF1, HNF3, Myf and SRF factors was performed in successively extended
sequences, using two different pattern finding algorithms (Gibbs Motif Sampler and ANN-Spec).
Resulting patterns from each extension were compared to the respective in vitro model in the
JASPAR database (y-axis). Unbiased pattern finding analysis (grey line) and pattern finding
intentionally biased towards the respective factor’s corresponding FBP (REL, Homeo,  Forkhead,
bHLH and MADS-box) (black line) was evaluated. As baseline (broken lines), the same procedure
was applied with 10 bp wide, randomly selected promoter sequences as starting points instead
of true binding sites. (b) Percentage sensitivity gains using prior knowledge, measured as the
extension value where pattern finder results (continuouslines) are indistinguishable (i.e. intersects)
from background (broken lines).
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PERSPECTIVES
Alice “We don’t know how to make an invisible robot.”
Dogbert “Do you know how to make an empty box?”

—Scott Adams

In this work, different methods for improving computational prediction of  cis-regulatory
elements have been presented – ranging from improved models to algorithm
developments. While the methods presented provide certain improvements, they are not
conclusive solutions to the problem. Detailed discussions of  merits and disadvantages
of  the presented methods can be found in respective papers. Here, some key issues for
future in-silico prediction of  cis-regulatory elements in light of  these findings will be
discussed.

Model collections
The profile model is, as stated in the introduction, the most commonly used framework
in the field. There is a clear discrepancy between the number of  known TFs and the
number of  high-quality models, owing to the considerable number of  verified sites needed
to build an adequate model. The possibility to evaluate in vitro binding using large-scale
site selection assays is promising106, but has not yet produced significant numbers of
profiles. Chip-based chromatin immunoprecipitation43,107,108 is also a viable option.
The number of  profiles in the JASPAR database (Paper I) will grow over time, as new
profiles are added when new experimental data becomes available. A regulatory region
annotation tool is under construction, in which laboratorial scientists will be able to
commit experimentally validated sites and models. This resource will be coupled to
JASPAR database.

TFBS prediction
Cross-species comparison is an effective strategy for increasing the selectivity of
predictions. In paper II, we show that phylogenetic footprinting can reduce the amount
of  false predictions by ~85% at uniform settings, using the largest test set to date. This
type of  analysis is dependent on multiple factors: alignment algorithms, model collections,
choice of  settings, and methods to assess conservation. These, as well as other aspects,
are targets for future improvements. The need for comprehensive model collections has
been discussed above – but there is also a need for reference testing sets for evaluating
new methods. In the case of  phylogenetic footprinting, verified sites are only the initial
requirement. Sites must subsequently be mapped on the genome, and relevant orthologous
promoters have to be identified. The large test set introduced in paper II is the largest
such set to date, but amounts to a minute sample of  all functional binding sites in human/
mouse.
The definition of  orthologous sequences is a related problem, which has not been
discussed in this work. In many cases, the distinction between paralogous and
orthologous84,85 sequences is non-trivial. Several important resources addressing this
problem has emerged in recent years109-112.
As computational biologists are in need of  experimental data, bridges between the
theoretical and laboratory communities of  biologists are desirable. Because of  this, the
implementation of  algorithms as user-friendly tools is important. In paper III,
enhancements to the ConSite interface are described. In particular, the selection of  input
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sequences was enhanced. As the selection of  orthologous promoters often is regarded
one of  the hardest parts of  the analysis, an improved method for semi-automatic retrieval
of  orthologous human-mouse promoters, was implemented. In the future, more precise
TSS locations can be located with the help of  forthcoming CAGE data from the RIKEN
consortiums113,114.
Current applications have not significantly moved beyond pair-wise comparisons.
Incorporation of  multiple sequences is possible, but for meaningful comparison, the
contribution of  each sequence should be weighted by their evolutionary distance to
other sequences. Some new approaches have emerged in this direction115-117.
Ultimately, cross-species comparison should be regarded a convenient shortcut for helping
us describe a cellular reality beyond our current comprehension. TFs in cells have no
explicit information about conservation of  sequences, but can still find their functional
sites.

Model frameworks
The profile model has been shown to be an adequate descriptor of  in vitro binding
specificity61. However, it is in some cases inadequate even for in vitro situations. In paper
IV, we showed that a more advanced HMM framework is more suitable in the case of
nuclear hormone receptor TFs.
Even though the profile model and related frameworks are adequate for describing an in
vitro situation, it is clear that many aspects important for transcriptional regulation are
not incorporated in current model frameworks, most notably the influence of  chromatin
structure. Some pioneering bioinformatics efforts on this topic is emerging118-120. Profile
models can be integrated in more advanced statistical frameworks (for instance Support
Vector Machines121 or Neural Networks122 that take some of  these aspects into account.
However, the lack of  a more thorough understanding of  the biology of  the nucleus
might raise obstacles for major advances in this area.

Pattern finding
Pattern finding in multi-cellular eukaryotes is limited by the small amount of  information
contained within TFBS patterns and the length of  the surrounding sequences. Pattern
finding can be stated as a purely algorithmic problem75,123, but when applied to biological
questions, the sought answers are often hard to define mathematically. For instance, it is
not given that the most over-represented site in a set of  sequences is the most biologically
relevant. In paper V, we introduce an algorithm for comparing a pattern retrieved from
pattern finding to a set of  already known (biologically functional) patterns. This enables
researchers both to identify putative mediating TFs and the novelty of  the pattern found,
much like the customary BLAST analysis when characterizing new genes or proteins. In
the current implementation, the pattern database only covers 10% of  the known TFs in
yeast. As stated above, the discrepancy between the number of  models and the number
of  known TFs is a recognized problem. However, large-scale chromatin IP evaluations
of  the binding characteristics of  all yeast TFs are under way43, which will consolidate the
utility of  YRSA and similar approaches.

While both improved background models and methods to evaluate results are necessary,
we have shown that incorporation of  structural constraints as prior expectations in the
pattern finder process can increase sensitivity dramatically (paper VI). As discussed in
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knowledge-based priors into pattern finders are currently immature, and will benefit
from both statistical and biological perspectives. For instance, the assessment of  the
significance of  profile-to-profile scores and hierarchical classifications schemes may prove
fertile grounds for statisticians, while the incorporation of  additional data sources (for
instance the definition of  invariant nucleotides on a structural basis) is an interesting
biological problem.
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